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-» INTRODUCTION. 

The objective of Worhing Group A, Study Item IV, Uoper Lakes 

Referenee Group, was to provide a hodel1ing.framework within which future 

point—source waste loadings from economic and demographic activity couldb 

be projected.’ From s purely conceptual point of view, the tash seemed_’ 

clear, however,_the process of efipirically implementing these coneepts 

proved to be sn'exceedinglv difficult and oftentimes firustrating task. 

The present report will concentrate on what emerged as the’ 

*final product. Alternative modelling strategies.that'were'sighificéntlyi 

explored will be given_some consideration as to content and reason for 
' rejection. Other points of methodological'importance‘ will be covered;.. 

however, the virtue of brevity required that non—central issues be omitted. 

THE ANALYr1gAL,ERAMwoRK 
I 

The original conceotioh of the modelling frafiework favoured the'i 

-adoption of the so¥cal1ed ‘systems dyhsmics' spproach of Jay Forrester's 

World Dynamics and the Limits to Growth modelling efforts of the Club of 

Rome. The public controversy stirred dp by these publications is well 

siknown, however; the subseouent_research_aimed at eveluating the scientific 

rscoeptability of such methods is not. The advantages of éomputer simulatioh 

are clearly recognized. Nevertheless, the model to be simfilated must be .



~ 
' accurate if it is to_have any meaning.‘ This model accuracy is.deriyed, in 

turn; from accurate assumptions-about functional forms;.data,'and empirical _. 

uivalidation. The bulk of the relevant criticism concerns the failure of these; 

methods to meet any of these criteria," 

gIn expanding the scope of-potential methodologies; it became
I 

clearer that, in the context of the research problem at hand, the ‘systems 

_ 
dynamics) approach was simply not flekible enough. .Large, multi- 

i dimensional data sets could not be handled;p Also; the restrictions on 

functional form possibilities were found_ to be overly constraining_and 

unworkable. Aside from these largely technical.deficiencies, practical 

problems mere also significant. ~Previous applications of Ysystems dynamicsY 3 

‘techniques used highly generalized and aggregate data. "The Upper Lakes 

‘model required much more.disaggregated information, both sectorally and 

spatiallyl To adequately capture the interrelationships of the national, 

provincial, and regional economies; as well as the dominance of the first, 

would have required a massive data collection and modelling effort if a 

‘complete ‘systems dynamics‘ structure were to be constructed. ’While this‘ 

a possibility, the model that would have emerged would notihave_been.ofe 

the fstructural' type, but rather of-the recursiue, ‘reduced form’ family. 1 in 

_ 

A further desire on the part of the modelling team was to provide for policy >- 

simulation capabilities and, technically, this requires a structural model. i 

Unfortunately, the resources available for the Study Item were insufficient- 

for such an'undertaking. This situation prompted the decision to adopt an



‘already existing framework to provide the foundation for the.economic 

projections and policy sinulations. ‘The need to consider separate 

_ industries in as fine a detail as possible.narrowed the scope of.availab1e’ 

_ 

ohoice to one: -CANDIDE. This nodel_is the only one—eiisting in Canada 

that provides any industrial detail as a part of the overall model-structure." 

.'Under our general direetion, INFORMETRICA Ltd. of Ottana was Contracted to.a 

provide economic projections to the year 2020 using their version of the 
‘ 

CANDIDE model. V - 

To provide neasures of regional economic activity for the forecast , 

. horizonran investigation of methodologies to link the regional economies_to 
'

t 

vthe national projection was undertaken. .While several theoretieal explanations 

-for the spatial distribution of economic activity exist, in general; these 

theories are not empirically testable. sFurther, the snaller the geographic 

unit under examination, the less consistent, comprehensive, and analytieally 

useful is the available data; The lack of suffinient data severely restricted 

the Choice of linkage methodology;' Problems with confidentiality provisionsa 

of the Statistics.Aet and project time constraints precluded the obtaining 

‘of‘time.series data on regional economic activity.‘ As.a result; the only 

course of aetion open to the research team was'to adont information available 

in the I971 Census of Population{ This source provided a_sing1e year'(197l) ;' 

estimate of the spatial'a1location.of employnent by certain industry groups- 

éonsistent with the Standard Industrial Classification‘(SIC)_and,CANDIDE;
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These estimates were used to allocate the national projections 

to the.respective river basins or regions of the Upper Great Lakes. Implicit_< 

‘in this allocation mechanism is the assumption that the 1971 proportionsl 

"remain constant throughout the projection horizon.: While formally un—. 

irealistic, it was absolutely necessary, given the information and resources_ 

.available to the project, iProjections of economic activity based on the above 

methodology are available in three Social Sciences_bivision working papers: 

Estimatesgof Economic Activity in Regions of the Canadian Great Lakes.Basin, 

.Series A, Volumes I and II; and Series B. Part of the_origina1 research 

strategy was.to have at least two different views of’what_Canada7s economic l 

structure might be in the future. This presented serious conceptual and 

practical problems that were recognised at the outset, however, attempts were 

made to articulate-significant deviations from historical trends.: Series A 

basically describes a continued trend in the relative growth of the service ' 

sector] ‘Series B embodies the attempts to plot a different time path.for 

Canada's economic future. Subsequent consideration.of this alternative future 

resulted in the decision to use only one economic scenario (Series A) in-the 

overall waste loadings projection model. .This decision was based on the 

following- 

First, it very quickly emerged that an articulation of a radically
S 

lthe project, not possible. The almost pure speculative nature of Sflch a 
- scenario and the revolutionary social and institutional changes implicit in 

it present formidable obstacles to such an effort. . 

different future was a major task in itself and. given the constraints facing "‘



Second, an alternative scenario was produced (Series-B) and,_ 
”‘ within the.simulation limits of the overall project and the CAfiDlDE

_ 

model, it did represent a different economic outlook! Aflowevér, the need 

ito=portray the economy operating at or near 'potential' obscured the 

‘major differences in the two scenarios; Also, the level of aggregation 
‘ .in CANDIDE,'while.fair1y detailed compared to other feasible methods, was 

not sufficient to allow the emergence of differences in the economic out- 

look that were operationally meaningful in the ultimate purpose of simu- 

t lating future waste loadings. Specifically, the regional economic inputs 

to-the'industrial waste loading calculations were not sufficiently dififerent 

to warrant the expenditure of resources. 

As noted above, the two scenarios are discussed and documented 

separately, and reference to these reports will i1lustrate_the above comments 

more elaborately; 

Although, for the various reasons cited above, it was not possible‘ 

.to.model fundamental_socio4economic changes explicitly, the overall project- 

»devoted.a substantial amount of resources to more ‘think-tank‘ type of'futures' 

g‘conceptualization. Vlnformation drawn from this report-(Social, Institutional, 

‘and-Teshnqlogical Trends and Synergisms Affecting Water Resources Quality in the ’ 

Great lakes Basin),_by L. D'Amore, and from other sources, will provide 

‘opportunities to exercise judgemental overrides on the basic socio-economic inputs 

of the overall model, ‘lt‘is, in this sense, that the model.displays its‘ 

‘simulation capability,
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..DEM0GRAPHIC-CONSlDERATIONSH 

As a part of the overall CANDIDE model certain demographic 

.’Vphenomena such as participation rates, labour force and employment, are 

.generated_endogenously; ‘That-is, they are explained by the.model. Un- 
A 

.fortunately, available versions of CANDIDE have not yet endogenized the 

source population itself. ‘Therefore; population estimates for Canada are" 

. 
an exogenous variable, supplied from outside the mode1.h 

For the Upper Great Lakes regions under study, three possible 

ptreatments of population were available. First, a.separate_demographic 

projection model could be produced. Second, available population projectionsc 

completed by the Ontario government could be adapted for-use;A Third,_an 

attempt could be made to regionalize the population projections inherent in 

_ 
the CANDIDE projections, through the use of a crude economic—démographic g 
‘linkage.’ 

Neither;thetfirstnorthird options proved to be entirely satisfactory. 
iThe Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) utilized-the Ontario government 

iprojections to estimate the future population for the regions in question. 

In the fina1.analysis, the MOE estimates were chosen because they were generated
' 

by the most plausible and reliable methodology available to this project, 

Attempts were made to acquire more recent projections from the responsible 

-department in the Ontario government, however, these proved to be unsuccessful. 
-.To allow for deviations from these estimates, simulation capabilities enabler 

alternative scenarios based on informed judgement to be modelled,‘ éignificantly,
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the overall model lacks economic and demographic interactions, and is

V 

therefore somewhat deficient in this-matter. However, state—of—theeart. 

H-modelling of_these linkages is still fairly primitive and would be a'.. 

major research task in itself for a multieregional model like the present_ i 

‘one; This lack of internal consistency between population.and economic" 
A- activity should be kept in mind when simulations of alternative scenarios 

are being undertaken. 

‘INnUsrnIAL—MUNIc1PAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL INVESTMHT 

In addition to forecasting future waste_1oadin§s, this Study Item .: 

was_required to investigate and provide-for the estimation of future spending 

requirements for water pollution control. The two categories of abatement ’ 

H 

spending covered in this analysis were industrial and municipal wastewater 

treatment; sEach'of these Wi1l_be discussed in turn.i' 

». Industrial Treatment 

T¢ understand the rationale underlying the specification of this V 

sector, a brief overview of industrial water pollution should prove valuable. 

_ Many industries use water.directly in the production process. While.some 

water is actually consumed, through evaporation for example, most is returned: 

to its original source.‘ However, during the production process many sub?
\ 

stances are added; either as required elements, or as hy4products.‘ Therefore;- 

the wage; that is returned is generally in a state highly different than prior l 

to use; containing differing concentrations of various substances
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"The function-of pollution abatement may.be viewed in a two- 
’ fold way;_ It can act on the production process itself, by changing it¢" 

While not alvays primarily related to a desire to decrease_pollution, 

1§d1te¢c1y§ by lessening the amounts of_pol1utants generated and re- 

turned to the stream, that objeetive is accomplished- .AlsO{ through 

various methqds,_the pollutants can be partially or wholly removed after the pro- f 

,duction'process; but before the water is returned to its source. This 

is commonly referred to as "end-of-the4pipe" treatment. The concern for 

the environment has'prompted efforts in both of these directions. 

fhe problem addressed here is to determine what the cost of 

these abatement options has been in the past and what it is likely to be 

.in the future, given various objectives concerning allowable pollution 

levels of water returned to the stream. While this Reference Group con—: 

qentrated on approximately 30 major pollutants, there are thousands of 

substances existing in trace amounts in water resources, and thousands more 

being created every vear. To compound the problem further, treatment methods 

are often pollutant specific; in the sense that thevlconcentrate-on one 

substancer_léaving the others as before, lhere are exceptions of course, 

however; no one method will remove all_undesirable.materials. A great deal 

of effort has been expended in the United States considering pollution abatement 

costs;_gUnfortunately;'no‘comparab1e_studies have been carried out in Canada.‘ 

In addition,'the legislative objectives guiding pollution abatement in both 
.countries are generally coneerned with achieving a given level of water_qua1ity. 

':i:This objective is a very nebulous one ifi_that water quality and quantity
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are inextricably tied, and a given level of water qua1ity.cannot be used 

to infer the extent to which pollutants_are removed before the water is- 

returned to the_stream."A1so'the water quality, quantity relationship is 

. only one of many_factors affecting a given quality outcome. 

Reference to specific studies examining the relationships be-H: 
V 

tween specific pollutant removal levels,-and costs of this removal, pro- 

vided_some information. These studies were either too general or too, T 

specific to be of much use in a comprehensive framework. The sheer volume‘ 

of technical and engineering information available quickly grew to un- 

Amanageable proportions. _The only reasonable cost.data available in.a usablein 

form.-was related to the SIC industry group classes.1 This data was 

‘collected by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and covered approvals 

processed by the Ministry. It did not represent actual outlays, and was for . 

capital costs only; containing no-allowance for interest, depreciation, 
' operating_and maintenance costs. In addition, no relationship between these 

capital outlays and the level of_treatment they.achieved was available or 

"could be reasonably inferred." The l§7l Census of Manufactures included a 

. question conéerning water pollution abatement investment; However, this
I 

effort was ill-conceived and resulted in inconsistent and unusable estimates- 

‘Without detailed information with which to estimate a relationship
A 

‘between capital expenditures and pollutant removal levels, recourse was made i 

to available micro studies and other a priori information for modelling, 

.purposes. These sources indicated the general form of the functional relation; 
‘ship between treatment levels and capital costs to be a non—1inear one.
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Rather than assuming a totally non-linear curve, onerthat mas linear over 

a certain portion of its_1ength and then became exponentially"non#1inear_ 

was chosen- ‘This treatment is consistent with the generally accepted view 

Vthat the marginal cost of-increasing pollutant removal levels increases 

j‘v§§y rapidly as 100 percent removal is approached. TTo-simplify, it-was 

assumed that lower treatment levels could be achieved at constant marginal. 

costs. 

"Having specified the general.shape of the cost curve, the 

v_parameters involved were made simulation variables.‘ As a point of departure, 

marginal costs were assumed constant-to 90 percent removal and exponential 
- beyond. .The-power of the exponent was also made a simulation variable as-was 

the current level of-each_industry's_treatment. 

Once the functional form and its parameters had been chosen, the 

augments of the function remained to be specified.. The scarcity of data 

severely limited the range of choice. ;A simple economic framework consisting
_ 

of a capital-"output model of investment was chosen. To. ,emVpi__rical.ly estimate 

pthis model. one needS.a time series of capital stocks and a time_series of 

‘post-treatment waste production." Completely satisfactory figures on the former 
' 

and any-figures on the latter mere not available. To overcome the first problem, 

-it was decided that,as a first‘approximation;the_MOE_approvals figures could 
' serve asla series of gross investment flows. These flows mere then transformed 

by conventional technidues into-a capital stock-series using a 5.pereent dep-‘ 

lreciation rate. The only consistent figures on waste flows related to 1973.
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Therefore, the pollution capital stock calculated for that year was related_ 
’ 

to industry output in the same year to form a pollution capital to output 

ratio.’ It was farther assumed that this ratio wasighe desired and actual 

one required to achieve the given level of pollution loadings per nnit of 

ontpnt as measured in 1973. ‘This assumption implies that full canacity 

A~fieriod. 

‘ utilisation of the stock of pollution capital is rea1i2ed.in every time_ 

In summary, the following assumptions characterize the investment . 

equation specifications: _' 

<1h> 

<2) 

<3)’ 

(4) 

that investment is determined by a capitaléoutfiut r 

.‘ model; 

that desired.and actual capital stocks are-equal,_ 

‘implying instantaneous adjustment and no investment
l 

.lags; 
A I 

that desired.stocks; and therefore net investment, 

respond identically to Both output changes and‘! 

treatment level changes; and 
I 

H
. 

beyond the point of increasing marginal cost (for_wo’ 

eiample, 90 percent removalx the stock requirements 
I 

increase exponentially. 

’investment flows were differentiated into two-types: one characterizing 
_‘a first approximation to maintaining-the baseline or 1973 treatment levels, 

and the other_desi§ned to provide simulation capabilities‘for_investigating 

xtdifferent assumption sets concerning the soecifieation of future water quality
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"and effluent flischarge.regulat1ons. These equations are now nresented 

', in turn.
_ 

Baseline Scenario investment 

This is the investment required to maintain, éonstant, 

,;ne base year (1973) lenel of treatment. In the present framework this 

implies-that the pollution capital stoek.to andustryfeutpntfratio.must 

remain.censtant., This means that-the stock of pdllntionleapital must SFOW ' 

’by the same proportien as dutput, Follgwing the assumption set noted‘ 

>_ above, and alléwing for aenreciation of tne last pér16d§ stdck of capital; 

the-expressions outlining investment in.the baseline scenario are: 

. 

V» 

. ITMI01Vt =; STOCK1,-:'__1' §._§_R%§t: +. DEF '* sTocK]_tj_1 - sTo¢K_1’t_1; . 

_' 

. (1) O '_ 
’ 

W-t_.]_ ‘ 

.b
, 

STOCKl~t'"l=- s'rocKi’t__1j+ I"rM'I_o’1t ._ DEP _'*.sTocK1t_1‘ . 

A 

(.2) 

"Where; 
» 

'_ 

A 
_ 

- 

V
H 

' IIMI0lt é Baseline capital investment in industrial treatment in_ 

.yearfltg: 

STOCK1t s_Base1ine.stbck of industrial pollution capital at enfi 
‘of year t.f 

-RDBtré—Rea1 donestic product in year-t._ 

. 
DEP = Rate of econbmic depreciation. 

' It i? iQPOrtant up note tha§§quatiqns_§l) and (2) and all other_ 

snch equations that follbw (both industrial angMmnnieipa1};also have industry 

and region dimensions.5 $0 simplify the exposition, these were7onitted;
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Increased Treatment Scenario.Investment 

For these simulation generated scenarios,it is assumed that up‘ 

uto a certain level of treatment, 90 percent'for ekanple, the.capital stock 

to output ratio must increase in the same proportion as the desiredy 
“ treatment level increase. For example, to increase the remova1_of a certain _' 

pollutant by.10 percent, say"from 40 percent removal level eto a,50 percent 

. level, the stock of pollution capital would hav§.to rise by.10 pefcent,given' 

no change in output. dThislmeans that the pollution capital to output ratio 

would rise by l0 percent. 

Above the 90 percent treatment level, some easily represented 

functional form was required to depict the generally acknowledged rapid 
. in incremental capital costs and,therefore, required capital stocks. (See, 

for example, Kneese and Shultze: Pollution, Prices, and.Public Policy, 

iBrookings Institution, 197$, especia11y pp. 18-22.). For this purpose, the’,' 

exponential function yseéxwas chosen.
‘ 

In general, the-investment flows needed_to satisfy any increased 

removal decision would be equal to the normal or baseline'investment; plus 
‘that amount required to increase the pollution capital to output ratio by the 

Znecessary amount; ~It is important to understand the one—shot nature of 

each treatment policy decision; The policy augmented stock in the current 
‘year becomes the lagged stock the next year, grows proportionally with output, .‘n 

and is re§1aCéd.aS it 15 dePreCi3téd, However, at.a higher absolute level thanu 

»it would have been in the absence of the policy change, For example, if
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BASTRLA 

l.Va given yearithedesired treatment lenel is increased by 

:(remaining below_the 90 percent level» the stock of pollution capital 
i 

must increase by 20 percent, with everithing else constants This increase 

I 

is a one—shotce§ent. —Once the stock is increased by 20 percent, it is. 

naintained'at this relative level naturally, through our investment equation-’ 

specifications; The only time it-needs such an increase again is if treat- 

ment levels are increased by another policy change. The-expressions for 

. investment,in the presence of policy changes, are the following: 
‘i 

iIMio3t'= [1’+(DEsTRL — BASTRL)] *’ST0GK3t_1 *‘3D?t 

’ ~+DEP * s'r0cK3’t’_1'— STOCl<3t_1 — 

_ 

hr W o 
' 

. 

‘ 

(3)7 

"STOCK3t =—sTocK3t_1 + ITMI03t e DEP *’STOCK3t_1 —r 
. (4) 

ITMI03t =.Policy affected capital investment in industrial iniestmenti 
I 

in year t 

STOCK3t 5 Folicy affected stock of industrial pollution cafiital in 
‘year t 

I 
V 

I‘
A 

DESTRL = Desired treatment.1eVel.(simulation_variab1e)I 
= Baseline (1973) treatment level (simnlation variablex 

. x 

All other_notation is defined in the variable list of equations 

and (2);. Also note that the expression [1 + (DESTRL - BASTRL)]. l 

is greater than one only in the years of policy change, If an increase 

of 10 percent points in treatment levels was desired, this exnression would



l equal-1:10, only in the yeat that the increase was implemented. _For that. _A 

year, NET INVESTMENT is 10 percent higher than it othetwise would have been,- i 

Therefore, the pollution cepitel stock to output ratio is 10 percent_higher, 

' which is the result we went and consistent with out assumptions. 

Separeting Baseline from Policy 
_ 

Affected Investment Exfignditure 

hSince«ITMIO3 also contains ITMIO1, double counting is possible 

unless measures are taken to separate them} vTo do this properly, both 

'ITMI0l end-ITMI03 ere calculated for each projection. The expression for- 

.lTMl03 has been designed to enable the policy change term; 1 + (DESTRL - BASTRL);' 
- to equal one fof all years except those of tfeatment level changes. 

A_‘ Also-modelled is a sepafate'sector for baseline investment; with 

its own base year stock varisble and subsequent stock levels. ¢The calculation 

of IlMI01 is then subtracted from ITMIOQ, to give the_policy induced 

. investment flows._ To allow for the single year pol1cy'effect,the efipressionh 
‘ (3) ebove for ITMIO3 can be rewtitten es: 

‘ITMI¢3t ='(DESTRL»9 BASTRL) * STOCK3t_1 * _§%gt_+ ST0CK3t-1'*‘§B§: 
1

’ 

’ 

. .t .. -. ' 

_ _ 

; 

t— -' 
.= 

- .v 1
. 

+ DEB * sTocK3t_i’+ STOCK3t_1 :’ 
g V 

. 

' ”t ' 

t 

(5)M 

‘with allowance made in the first tetm on_the right henu side o£*{5), for 

. the single year nature of such a shock. Vwhen this term does equal zero, 
‘the whole expression collapses to equation (1) above for ITMIbl. The con; 

pliceting factor that requires computation of both of them_is the one-shot 

neture of the stock change, and the continued effects of this higher stock on‘.



future investment flows, .In fact; after th¢.policy.¢hange, equation (4) 

is.just equation (1); only with a higher stock value driving_the investment 

expenditure. f

I 

.For the case where desired treatment levels exceeds 90 percent
I 

"removal; the simple proportional expression is replaced with one like the 

.zfollowing:- 

e .5 (DESTRt - §90)fi1oo 

‘with allowance once again for its nOn—zero value existing only in years 
i 

of policy change. ’The_90'percent-value;used as the critical one in this 

eaample, is also programmed for simulation}. If a user wishes to substitute 
A»_ 

a different value,it is very simple. 

' Further Considerations . 

-.; necessity to specify the form and parameters of the above 

V_investment eeuations, 'a priori’; in effect making these equations simple 

accounting identities, presents further conceptual problems in addition 

to those_noted. While pollution abatement often takes the form of end-3 

ivof-pipe treatment, it is also accomplished through proéess changes as noted‘. 

earlier. However, expenditures undertaken for process changes are not easily 

identifiable as pollution abatementvorientedl ‘In fact; thesélexpenditures~ ,' 

might plausibly be related to a desire to economize on a production inputi 

Wthat_has-beeome relatively_expensive,.or perhaps even redundantgdue to 

. technical progress, and not.because of the inputs detrimental impact on 
eimater qualityge Despite this lack of clear distinction,some efforts at 

' _measuring_such process change abatement are undertaken in the United States.



'spending-is,therefore

~ 
"Mode1ling such expenditure is another matter however.l This class of 

,not examined here; The estimates generated by. 

the present equations are based on a separable stock-of capita1_purchased 
I 

solely for pollution abatement.purposes.. 

_Newerthe1ess, the impact of technical progress on the demand 
V'f¢r pollution abatement capital needs to be recognized and accounted for. 

In this simple modelithe_demand’for“pollution control capital is in a one; 

._to-one relationship with real domestic product)‘ Note, however; that tech— 

i nological change allows more output to be produced with the same quantity 

_ 

of inputs. ‘To the extent that water is'considerea.iike any other input,’ 

this map lead to a decrease in the amount of water used per unit of output} 

‘Unfortunately, it is not clear that the historical treatment of water as 

a common property resource has sufficiently changed so that water now 

enters production functions in the same way that the other inputs do; as- 

a scarce resource whose relative price reflects that scarcity.V As 
‘ _long as the real resource cost of water fails to reflect this scarcity,u 

technological change may contain an inherent bias towards the use of the" 

'-underpriced resource. 

Further; the need for pollution abatement equipment depends not . 

only on the Quantity of water used, but also on the gualitg.of-this water
_ 

after use._ To further complicate_m5tters5the present legislative process" 

_ 

responsible for water quality guidelines and regulations-considers the 

of the receiving stream as an important governing factor, ln.the 

production process itself, the development of cleaner technologies will 

influence the need for abatement measures; 7The possihle need to economize on.
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certain polluting substances or methods may result in.a relative decline 

in environmental damage.bb 

The number of possibilities and their combinations presents a, 

.'fdrmidable question, with no simple answer.—-The above discussion has_ 

.only_tried to point out a few of the more noticeable ones; 

,AThe effects of technical change will also influence the prof 

duction of pollution abatement equipment itself. ‘It seems clear that some 

_ 

progress will.be made in.this direction. It is also clear that innovation . 

giving rise to technical progress requires, and is directly related to, 

~.an economic incentive. Those fields of endeavour with the highest‘expected.: 

payoff naturally receive the most research effort.. This incentive is equated 

to the'private rate of return, notwithstanding government efforts to give 
.AV 

'. the social rate of return equal importance, To date,these_eftorts have_hafi, 

limited success, with public institutions and public sponsored programs 

"undertaking the greatest part of such research. AE§en the required directionh 

of future research becomes clouded when-commercial applications of'what.‘ 

.we already know are delayed and fought. ‘As long as environmental.management 

does not share equal economic status with other activities", the long-run 

prospects for technical progress in this area seem to indicate an.advance 

that will be less than that which prevails in the ecomomy as a whole, 

A 

i Finally, the behaviour of pollution abatement.capital costs as 
a firm output (or plant scale) increases requires consideration. Theore- 

‘ research effort, so for simplicity, the scale factor was assumed to reflect f 

tically, these costs could increase, decrease, or remain constant. 

An adequate assessment of this relationship is beyond this 

‘

. 

constant costs,

i

>



— Final.Model Choice 

In order to.proVide at least a minimhm consideration of the 

.effects of technical progress on water use and treatment, provision was 
'_ made in the final capital cost algorithm for judgement- :To_accomplish 

this,=two simulation variables were added. _One reflected possib1e_changes. 

‘in water use patterns.and average waste loadings. Awhile not entirely \ 

unambiguous, neither is the phenomenon that is being_neasured. This variable 

affected the relationship between the pollution capital stock and gntput. 

'Specifically;~the stockfoutput relationship in equations (1) and (3)_wasjA 

modified to account for possible changes in water use and-waste.1oads. 

bThis_consideration.resulted in a new expression for (l) and (3), as follows; j 

RD 
‘ 

, 

" 
I 

p'- 
I 

' 

- "M 
. . 

be. ‘ 

,. 
. 
ITMI01 = STOCK1t_l * <———‘V*-CHWFAC) + DEF * ST°CK1c-1 ' $T°CK1t-1 ' (5) RpPt_l _ __ 

_ 

where the simulation variable CHWFAC_represents_an annual percentage fall
V 

,(rise) in average water use and/or average waste load. This annual value 

is obtained by interpolating a decoy (growth) rate between the two end points 

of the forecast horizon._ The base year represents the valueubne hundred, and 

the other end point~takes the simulation value; be it lower or higher than v 

the base year value. The same variable is inserted into equation (3) for 

.ITMlO3~in-theeidentical-place, 

The second simulation variable attempts to capture the changing 

-efficiency of capital investment.‘ Here; this is represented_by lowering (raising) 

_ 
the required expenditnre_by a suitable percentage/factor.b To accomplish this; ." 
‘the right—hand side of (6), with the exception of the last tern; STOCK1t_i, is'A_
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Vmultiolied by the'§ariah1e EFF$01; For example, if capital is assumed 

to grow in efficiency by two percent per year, the value of EFf$0l would . 

be .98.. 
A

V 

As noted, it is realiaed that this_method of'treating technica1A hg 

‘progress is not very sophisticated[_ However; it is necessary to_consider‘ 

this phenomenon somehow, and the approach taken here at least captures the. 

basic essence of the problem.V

~ 

’Mu1ni<‘:_i a-1 Treatment ’ 

'JIntrodnction 

The modelling of municipai wasteewater systems was facilitated , 

.»by the relative simpiicity.of understanding and a.re1atively well developed, 

dnderstood;.and standard technology. 7wh11é there is still a great deal of 

- progress to be made in this area, enough is known to make.pos§ib1e a fairly 

‘simple and accurate representation of the real worldri The model of invest? 

'fient spending.deve1oned here focused only on the provieion of reeidential waste
. 

treatment plants; and did not consider accompanying eipenditure on sewage 

collection and.out1ays on drainage systems (storm sewers).I Nor was 

riprovision for treatment of industrial waste flows considered. These omissions 

-were not dismisaed iightly since they form a subetantia1,'if'not'major,. 

portion of outlays on overail sewage treatmentur However, the lack of essentiale 
’5rinformation at the appropriate time led to the decision to proceed with what 
‘was availabiewucif it is desired in the_future, these_shortcomings.con1d be ‘_d_ 

"considered and rectified to whatever extent_possib1e; In the interim; it is
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possibie to use a judgemental rule of thumb concerning the relation
\ 

between sewage treatment plants and the other capital outlays mentioned. 

‘The industrial waste flow prohiem is not so simple, and will simpiy have» 

to be_kept in mind. 0ne_further caveat concerns the omission ofjoperatingi 

'_and maintenance costs associated with municipal sewage systems. Again, 

problems of data availability, comparability; and reliability; as well as: 

timeliness; prompted the foregoing of_this-cost.consideration- 

uThe Conceptual Model n 

,In_the”reai.wor1d, the construction (supply) of-sewage treat- 

ment plants is carried out in discrete;"1umpy'~steps_and is usually-of 

sufficient size to provide services for estimated demands of twenty yearsv 

‘or more into the future. Whi1e,for the urban population-at least, sewage 

collection systems are now a prerequisite for new development, the: 

matching of sewage treatment capacity (supply) with the demand for 

that capacity is not always accomplished. .At a given point in time,V 

-_some areas might have excess capacity, while others have a substantial 

portion of their waste-water returned to nature with no form of treat- 

ment whatsoever. Fiscal constraints and different government priorities 

:,and»pians are among several factors determining the actual outlays 

made for sewage treatment plants. Further, some municipal plants 

treat industrial waste.- As noted, these future needs were not considered :_ 

here. Rather, the present approach concentrated on the urban residential 

‘hpopu1ation;V
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These problems,associated with attempting to predict the. 

Atime path of actual outlays on treatment plants,suggested that an
‘ 

alternative tact might be easier and more fruitfn1.‘ Therefore, sewage- 

»_ treatment expenditures are estimated on.an annual basis and are reguired_ 

amounts, dependent on the assumed values of the variahles that (in thisu 

lmodel) determine sewage treatment requirements;' 

The set of equations determining required capital outlays on 

semage treatment systems are simple; straightforward.acCounting'relations.l 

Current institutional and technological considerations governing then 

design and configdration of treatment plants have a long history and are" 

relatively rigid in-application.‘ Plant capacity istinvariably_specified:l 

in terms of the ndmber of gallons of waste—water that can be processed each 
day.‘ For the ourposes_of this study, the only other significant design. :' 

"specification concernslthe extent to which the waste4water is processed} 
These specifications are commonly grouped into three categories: primary,v 

secondary; and tertiary or advanced{i‘Note that these categories do not‘ 

‘designate unique methods of treatment. As one advances from orimary to 
tertiary methods,there is an increasing number of technological configurations 
‘or sophistications within each method-type.” While the primary and secondary 
methods used in the study_basin and considered for modelling purposes pre—Vg 

.sented.few problems; tertiary methods encompassed a fairly wide array of 
technical choice.
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